
Arguing about beliefs and actionsJohn Fox1 and Simon Parsons21 Advanced Computation Laboratory,Imperial Cancer Research Fund,P.O. Box 123,Lincoln's Inn Fields,London WC2A 3PX,United Kingdom.2 Department of Electronic Engineering,Queen Mary and West�eld College,University of London,London E1 4NS,United Kingdom.Abstract. Decision making under uncertainty is central to reasoning bypractical intelligent systems, and attracts great controversy. The mostwidely accepted approach is to represent uncertainty in terms of priorand conditional probabilities of events and the utilities of consequences ofactions, and to apply standard decision theory to calculate degrees of be-lief and expected utilities of actions. Unfortunately, as has been observedmany times, reliable probabilities are often not easily available. Further-more the bene�ts of a quantitative probabilistic representation can besmall by comparison with the restrictions imposed by the formalism. Inthis paper we summarise an approach to reasoning under uncertaintyby constructing arguments for and against particular options and thendescribe an extension of this approach to reasoning about the expectedvalues of actions.1 IntroductionStandard decision theory [35] builds on the probabilistic view of uncertainty inreasoning about actions. The costs and bene�ts of possible outcomes of actionsare weighted with their probabilities, yielding a preference ordering on the \ex-pected utility" of alternative actions. However, as Tan and Pearl [40], amongstothers, have pointed out, the speci�cation of the complete sets of probabilitiesand utilities required by standard decision theory make the theory impracticalin complex tasks which involve common sense knowledge. This realisation hasprompted work on qualitative approaches to decision making which attempt toreduce the amount of numerical information required.Work on such qualitative decision making techniques has been an establishedtopic of research at the Imperial Cancer Research Fund since the early 80s (see[31] for a review). Our early work was partly concerned with the descriptionof human decision processes [12] and partly with the practical development of



decision systems for use in medicine [13]. Whilst the qualitative decision proce-dures we developed proved to have considerable descriptive value and practicalpromise, our desire to build decision support systems for safety-critical �eldssuch as medicine raised the concern that our early applications were ad hoc. Inparticular we were concerned that they, in common with all other expert sys-tems being built at the time, were not based on a rigorously de�ned decisiontheory. As a result we have put considerable e�ort into developing a theoreticalframework for qualitative decision making. The best developed part of this isan approach to uncertainty and belief based on the idea of argumentation. Thisapproach emphasizes the construction and aggregation of symbolic argumentsbased on the non-standard logic LA [18, 22]. This provides rules for construct-ing reasons to believe in and doubt hypotheses, and reasons to believe or doubtarguments.The generality of the everyday idea of argumentation suggests that a similarapproach could be taken to reasoning about actions, for instance in decidingon medical treatments or investigations. We might hope to construct argumentsfor and against alternative actions in the usual way, avoiding issues about theelicitation and use of numerical utilities by representing the desirability andundesirability of actions symbolically. This suggestion immediately raises twoquestions:{ How well does our formalisation of support and opposition transfer to rea-soning about action?{ Is LA directly applicable to arguments about action or will di�erent logicsbe required?This paper attempts to provide some answers to these questions. In particular itargues that while there are similarities between arguments for and against beliefsand arguments for and against actions, there are also signi�cant di�erences whichamount to a requirement for additional rules for assigning values to the outcomesof actions, and for arguing the expected bene�ts of alternative actions. The paperthen makes an initial attempt to suggest a framework for handling such rules,as well as summarising some of the applications developed using argumentation,and discussing one set of tools that are available for building such applications.However, before starting this work, the paper �rst sets the discussion incontext by recalling the logic of argumentation about beliefs, LA, and its relationto argumentation in general.2 The logic of argument LAOur approach to decision making was to seek a rapprochement between thepurely quantitative and purely logical traditions, seeking a form of uncertaintymanagement which people �nd natural, yet one which can be shown to be math-ematically sound and general. This approach was based on argumentation, thefamiliar form of reasoning which is based on everyday patterns of debate. Itturned out, however, that this approach was not new.



-Data Claim, Quali�erWarrantBacking RebuttalFig. 1. The Toulmin argument schema2.1 The nature of argumentsThe philosopher Stephen Toulmin explored the question of why traditional for-mal models of reasoning have apparently little relevance to everyday disputeand debate, concluding that argumentation is a human form of reasoning dis-tinct from both probabilistic reasoning and classical deduction. Toulmin char-acterised argumentation by means of the informal schema in Figure 1. This canbe illustrated by the example (the italics are ours):in support of the claim that Harry is a British subject, we appeal tothe datum that he was born in Bermuda, and . . . (the claim is warrantedby a sentence such as) . . . \A man born in Bermuda may be taken tobe a British subject": since, however, questions of nationality are alwayssubject to quali�cations and conditions we shall have to insert a qualify-ing \presumably" in front of the conclusion and note the possibility thatour conclusion may be rebutted in case it turns out that both his parentswere aliens or he has since become a naturalised American. Finally, incase the warrant itself is challenged, its backing can be put in: this willrecord the terms and the dates of enactment of the Acts of Parliamentand other legal provisions governing the nationality of persons born inthe British colonies ([42] p 104).Two points are prominent here; the idea that in general conclusions are notcertain, hence the quali�er \presumably", and that practical reasoning frequentlyinvolves contradictions among arguments (the notion of rebuttal). This is incontrast, as we have seen, to the usual approach to modeling uncertainty witha quantitative measure; Toulmin's approach anticipated the interest in symbolicrepresentations of uncertainty in arti�cial intelligence and logic. Toulmin alsoanticipated another recent development in arti�cial intelligence, the desire toget to grips with the concept of contradiction. In classical logic and probabilitycontradiction is eschewed; something cannot be both true and false nor have aprobability of 0 and 1.In attempting to address the practical problems of decision making in medicaldomains we faced similar problems to those identi�ed by Toulmin. First, we haveto make decisions in the face of uncertainty in situations where it is impracticalto state the degree of uncertainty. Second, it is common in practical settingsto have to deal with apparent contra-indications where from one point of view



something is de�nitely the case whereas from another point of view it is de�nitelynot the case, or at one time something is held to be true while at another it isconsidered false.2.2 Arguments about beliefsToulmin's analysis was perceptive but from our point of view it is clearly in-adequate since it is entirely informal. What we need is a formalisation whichpreserves the basic ideas while giving it sound mathematical foundations. In thissection we work towards such a formalisation by providing an informal accountof what our formal system, LA, provides.We start with the notion of an argument in a standard logic such as propo-sitional logic, �rst-order predicate calculus, or a modal logic such as T , S4 orS5 [21]. In such a logic, L, an argument is a sequence of inferences leading to aconclusion. If the argument is correct, then the conclusion is true. An argument:G1 : : : Gn ` Stis correct in the logic L if St may be derived using the rules of inference andaxioms of L augmented with G1 : : :Gn. Therefore a correct argument simplyyields a proposition St. This can be paraphrased asSt is true (in the context G1 : : : Gn)In the approach we take, this traditional form of logic based argumentation isextended in two important ways:1. to allow arguments not only to prove propositions but also to merely indicatesupport for, or even doubt in, them; and2. by explictly recording the context in which the deduction holds.The way we do this is by borrowing from the idea of a labelled deduction system[20].A labelled deductive system is essentially an enriched logical system, whereformulae can be labelled, thereby adding structure to logical theories (usuallycalled databases). Both formulas and labels can be manipulated independently;the exact correspondence is made explicit in the way labelled formulae are con-structed by inference rules. To see how this helps, consider a situation in whichwe have the following pieces of information:lost weight : a1lost weight ! cancer : r1where cancer is an abbreviation for \the patient has cancer", and lost weight isan abbreviation for \the patient has lost weight". In a labelled deductive systemwe can derive the proposition cancer and denote this by:cancer : (a1; r1)



so the label (a1; r1) is a label which represents the proof of cancer by identifyingthe database items used in the proof. This takes care of recording the context ofthe proof; it is contained in the label.The other thing that we need to do is to allow arguments to just indicatesupport for, or doubt in, propositions. Here we just use a second label which des-ignates the con�dence warranted by the arguments for their conclusions. There isnothing in the theory of labelled deductive systems which precludes the use of anumber of labels, and this simple mechanism allows con�dences to be expressedin a variety of representations without modifying the underlying inference sys-tem. Thus the result of a derivation is an argument of the form:(St : G : Sg)Each argument consists of a triple consisting of a Sentence (St), which is theclaim in Toulmin's terminology, Grounds (G), which are the formulae used tojustify the argument, and a Sign (Sg), which is a number or a symbol whichindicates the con�dence warranted in the conclusion. The idea of argumentationfrom a database may thus be summarised by the following schema:Database `ACR (Sentence : Grounds : Sign)In this schema, `ACR is a consequence relation which de�nes the inference rulesby which we may construct arguments for claims using the information in thedatabase.The use of con�dences rather than logical proofs introduces a slight compli-cation. In classical logic, if we can construct an argument (proof) for St thenany further arguments for St are of no interest since St is known to be true. If,however, we only have an indication of support for St then it may be the casethat additional information casts doubt on St. Thus we need to consider everydistinct argument concerning St and then carry out a process of aggregation tocombine them. This process is also known as attening since it has the e�ect ofmapping a number of distinct arguments into a single measure. One intuitivelyplausible way of doing this aggregation is to assume that the more independentgrounds we have for St, the greater our con�dence in St may reasonably be,and so we assess the strength of con�dence in St in some applications of LA bysimply summing the number of arguments for St. Ambler [2] gives a rigorousjusti�cation for this procedure in category theoretic terms.2.3 Formalising argumentation about beliefsHaving spoken informally about what LA is attempting to do, we present aformal description of LA. This is broadly the same system as that discussedin [22], but this version is less inuenced by Ambler's work on the categorytheoretic basis of argumentation, and is more inuenced by labelled deductivesystems and the style of presentation used in recent work on argumentation [27,28]. However, the di�erences between the two versions of the system are largelycosmetic.



We start with a set of atomic propositions L including > and ?, the evertrue and ever false propositions. We also have the set of connectives f:;!;^g,and the following set of rules for building the well-formed formulae (w� s) of thelanguage:{ If l 2 L then l is a well-formed formula (w� ).{ If l is a w� then :l is a w�.{ If l and m are w� s then l ! m and l ^m are w� s.{ Nothing else is a w�.The set of all w� s that may be de�ned using L, may then be used to buildup a database � where every item d 2 � is a triple (St : G : Sg) in whichSt is a w�, Sg represents con�dence in St, and G are the grounds on whichthe assertion is made. With this formal system, we can take a database anduse the argumentation consequence relation `ACR de�ned in Figure 2 to buildarguments for propositions that we are interested in. This consequence relationis de�ned in terms of rules for building new arguments from old. The rules arewritten in a style similar to standard Gentzen proof rules, with the antecedentsof the rule above the line and the consequent below. Thus if the arguments abovethe line may be made, then the argument below the line may also be made. Indetail the rules are as follows:{ The rule Ax says that if the triple (St : G : Sg) is in the database, then itis possible to build the argument (St : G : Sg) from the database. The rulethus allows the construction of arguments from database items.{ The rule ^-I says that if the arguments (St : G : Sg) and (St0 : G0 : Sg0)may be built from a database, then an argument for St ^ St0 may also bebuilt. The rule thus says how to introduce arguments about conjunctions.{ The rule ^-E1 says that if it is possible to build an argument for St ^ St0from a database, then it is also possible to build an argument for St. Thusthe rule allows the elimination of one conjunct from an argument.{ The rule ^-E2 is analogous to ^-E1 but allows the elimination of the otherconjunct.{ The rule !-I says that if on adding (St; ;; Sg), ; indicating that the triplehas no grounds, to a database it is possible to conclude St0, then there isan argument for St ! St0. The rule thus allows the introduction of ! intoarguments.{ The rule !-E says that from an argument for St and an argument forSt ! St0 it is possible to build an argument for St0. The rule thus allowsthe elimination of ! from arguments and is analogous to modus ponens instandard propositional logic.We use the term \ dictionary" to describe a set of symbols which can be usedto label a proposition. If we de�ne dictionary D by:D =def fS1; : : : Sngthen we may write: (St : G : Si)



Ax (St : G : Sg) 2 �� `ACR (St : G : Sg)^-I � `ACR (St : G : Sg) � `ACR (St0 : G0 : Sg0)� `ACR (St ^ St0 : G [G0 : combAconj intro(Sg; Sg0))^-E1 � `ACR (St ^ St0 : G : Sg)� `ACR (St : G : Sg)^-E2 � `ACR (St ^ St0 : G : Sg)� `ACR (St0 : G : Sg)!-I �; (St : ; : Sg) `ACR (St0 : G : Sg0)� `ACR (St! St0 : G : combAimp intro(Sg; Sg0))!-E� `ACR (St : G : Sg) � `ACR (St! St0 : G0 : Sg0))� `ACR (St0 : G [G : combAimp elim(Sg; Sg0))Fig. 2. Argumentation Consequence Relationwhere Si is any symbol drawn from D. Where there is the possibility of confusionbetween dictionaries we write SDi to denote the symbol Si from dictionary D.Among the obvious dictionaries we may consider are sets of numbers. Dictionar-ies for probabilities, possibilities [8], certainty factors [39], belief functions [37]are thus straightforwardly de�ned. They are, respectively:Dprobability =def fS : S 2 [0; 1]gDpossibility =def fS : S 2 [0; 1]gDbelief functions =def fS : S 2 [0; 1]gDcertainty factors =def fS : S 2 [�1; 1]gSystems of argumentation which are based on LA and have semantics in termsof both quantitative probability and possibility values have been de�ned [22].However, there is no requirement that we should restrict dictionaries to sets ofnumbers. For example we have frequently adopted one of a number of simplesymbolic dictionaries. The four simplest such dictionaries are described below.Generic dictionary In a standard logical proof the value \true" is assigned toa sentence if it is possible to construct a proof for it from facts which are heldto be \true". However, in practical situations, prior facts, and consequently anyconclusions that can be deduced from them, can be in error. To capture thisidea, we therefore substitute the sign + for \true" giving the simple dictionary:Dgeneric =def f+g



We refer to arguments with sign + as supporting arguments. The argument:(cancer : lost weight : +)simply says \the fact that the patient has lost weight increases my con�dence inher having cancer, but I cannot say by how much". Using the generic dictionarythus means that the \force" of di�erent arguments cannot be distinguished.Suppose we have a number of arguments whose signs are drawn from the genericdictionary. Given we cannot distinguish between the force of the arguments, itseems reasonable to assume that:Assumption A1 If Args is any set of arguments concerning St, then1:jArgs [ f(St : G : +)gj � jArgsjwhere jArgsj indicates the force of the set of arguments Args. The simple ag-gregation procedure mentioned above, in which we just count arguments for aproposition to assess our con�dence in that proposition, conforms to this as-sumption.Bounded generic dictionary With a large database, it will often be possibleto construct a large number of arguments for a proposition. Intuitively, however,some arguments are conclusive, that is they leave no room for doubt with respectto their grounds (they may be rebutted on other grounds). To represent this wemay de�ne a more specialised dictionary, introducing an additional sign ++:Dbounded generic =def f+;++gWe refer to arguments with sign ++ as con�rming. Informally, if we have aconclusive argument for some proposition then this argument will dominate theaggregation procedure. Thus a con�rming argument is more forceful than anyset of supporting arguments, and a set of con�rming and supporting argumentsis exactly as forceful as a single con�rming argument. Thus the aggregationfunction is restricted by:Assumption A2 Let Args be any set of supporting arguments concerning St,and Args0 be any set of supporting and con�rming arguments concerning St,then: jf(St : G : ++)gj > jArgsjjf(St : G : ++)gj = jArgs0jas well as A1. This assumption is, of course, consistent with many quantitativecalculi including probability and belief functions.1 The non-strict inequality allows for limits to the force of a set of arguments, as isthe case when using the bounded dictionary introduced below.



Delta dictionary The dictionaries discussed so far have had signs which rep-resent belief values. At times we may also wish to reason about changes in thesevalues. Doing this it is natural to consider both increases and decreases in value,and so the simplest delta dictionary which we make use of is:Ddelta =def f+;�gin which sentences (St : G : +) and (St : G : �) can be interpreted as indicating,respectively, an increase or decrease in con�dence in the proposition St, withoutindicating the degree of the increase or decrease. The use of these signs is similarto their use in qualitative probabilistic networks [44], and qualitative certaintynetworks [30]. We call arguments with sign � opposing arguments.It is possible to justify a number of aggregation procedures for argumentswhich use the delta dictionary. Some of these honour A12, and it makes sensefor such procedures to also make the following assumption:Assumption A3 Let Args be any set of arguments concerning St, then:jArgs [ f(St : G : �)gj � jArgsjAt times when using the delta dictionary, the following rules of inference mayalso be used: (St : G : �), (:St : G : +) (1)(St : G : +), (:St : G : �) (2)where :St is the negation of St. The �rst of these is read as \if you have(St : G : �) you may infer :(St : G : +) and if you have :(St : G : +)you may infer (St : G : �)". Using this rule means that if we have a negativeargument (for instance (cancer : young : �), \the young age of the patientargues against her having cancer") then this increases our overall con�dence inthe negated conclusion. The second rule is analogous, and together they takeaccount of the fact that there is no rule in `ACR for handling negation. Takentogether, the rules are akin to the rule of the excluded middle, and this explainswhy they are not included in `ACR. We don't include them since we want to beable to build systems whose signs do not use the rule of the excluded middle.Bounded delta dictionary We can also extend the delta calculus with symbolswhich denote increases to a maximum and decreases to a minimum value:Dbounded delta =def f++;+;�;��gWe call arguments with sign �� excluding arguments. As with the boundedgeneric dictionary, the fact that the dictionary is bounded suggests that anyattening function should operate under the assumption:2 Note that this involves overloading the assumption by making it apply to argumentsabout value and arguments about changes in value. However, this seems reasonablesince exactly what kind of sign is being used is always clear from the context.



Assumption A4 Let Args be any set of supporting or opposing argumentsconcerning St, and Args0 be any set of supporting, opposing and excludingarguments concerning St, then:jf(St : G : ��)gj < jArgsjjf(St : G : ��)gj = jArgs0jUnder this assumption, it is inconsistent to have both (St : G : ++) and (St :G0 : ��) for any St. Furthermore, when using the bounded delta dictionary, if(1) and (2) hold, then so do the following:(St : G : ++), (:St : G : ��) (3)(St : G : ��), (:St : G : ++) (4)This completes the description of the four simplest dictionaries.The reason that the generic dictionary is called \generic" is that it can beviewed as an abstraction of a number of quantitative uncertainty handling for-malisms. Thus the \+" in the dictionary can be viewed, for instance, as either aprobability, possibility or belief value, but one which is not precisely speci�ed. Asimilar interpretation may be used for the delta dictionary; we can look at the\�" used there as a decrease in probability, possibility or belief without sayinghow much of a decrease it is. Clearly there is a limit to what can be done with-out identifying what kind of value is being manipulated, since the theories fromwhich the values are taken will place some constraints on which assumptionsmay be valid and under what conditions they are valid.For example, if we give a probabilistic semantics to the delta dictionary sothat + represents an increase in probability [27, 28], then we get a system of ar-gumentation which is similar in many ways to qualitative probabilistic networks[44]. With this probabilistic semantics, (1){(4) are valid, and it is possible todetermine the precise conditions under which the simple aggregation procedureof adding up arguments is reasonable [28]. Furthermore, there are delta formsfor any quantitative uncertainty representation [30], and it is straightforward toshow that in some of these, most notably when the signs are given a semanticsin terms of possibility theory or belief functions, (1) and (4) are not valid.As noted above, we will typically be able to build several arguments for agiven proposition, and so to �nd out something about the overall validity ofthe proposition, we will atten the di�erent arguments to get a single sign.We can describe this in terms of a function FlatA(�) which maps from a set ofarguments A for a proposition St from a particular database � to the pair ofthat proposition and some overall measure of validity:FlatA : A 7! hSt; viwhere A is the set of all arguments which are concerned with St, that is:A = f(St : Gi : Sgi) j � `ACR (St : Gi : Sgi)g



combAconj intro ++ +++ + ++ + + combAimp elim ++ +++ ++ ++ + + combAimp intro ++ +++ ++ ++ +Fig. 3. Combinator tables for LA using the bounded generic dictionary.and v is the result of a suitable combination of the Sg that takes into account thestructure of the arguments. Thus v is the result of applying a attening functionto the grounds and signs of all the arguments in A:v = atA(fhGi; Sgii j (St : Gi : Sgi) 2 Ag)Often the signs Sgi and the overall validity v will be drawn from the same dictio-nary, but it is perfectly feasible for them to be drawn from di�erent dictionaries(so, for example, a set of arguments with numerical weights may be attened togive a degree of support drawn from the dictionary fhigh ;medium ; lowg).Thus, if we have a set of arguments A for a proposition St, then the resultof attening is:FlatA(A) = hSt; atA�fhGi; Sgii j (St : Gi : Sgi) 2 Ag�iTogether L, the rules for building the formulae, the connectives, and `ACR de�nea formal system of argumentation LA3. In fact, LA is really the basis of a familyof systems of argumentation, because one can de�ne a number of variants of LAby using di�erent meanings for the connectives, di�erent dictionaries of signs,di�erent meanings for the dictionaries, di�erent functions for combining signscombAconj elim, and implication combAimp intro and combAimp elim, and di�erent meansof attening arguments, atA. Given the number of possible choices, it is possibleto de�ne a bewildering variety of di�erent versions of LA4. We now describe acouple of the best understood.The way we go about de�ning a new version of LA is to decide three things.First, which dictionary to use. Second, how the signs within that dictionary areto be interpreted. Third, how the connectives are to be interpreted. It shouldbe stressed that these choices are separate; it is possible to use the same dictio-nary with di�erent meanings for the signs and with di�erent meanings for theconnectives. Once the choices are made it is possible to identify how to combinethe signs correctly, and to identify which additional rules of inference (such as(1)) hold. Then it is possible to determine how to atten arguments, and underwhat conditions the various assumptions about attening are reasonable.We start by considering the use of the bounded generic dictionary in whichthe signs are interpreted using probability theory. In particular, we take + to3 The name stands for Logic of Argument [17].4 And we can complicate the picture further by de�ning other systems of argumenta-tion which use di�erent underlying logics, and so have di�erent consequence relations`ACR. An example of such a system may be found in [26]



denote a probability of some unknown value, and ++ to denote certainty (aprobability of 1). We take ^ to be logical conjunction, and! to be material im-plication. With this interpretation, the combination functions required by LA arethose of Figure 3. These require a little explanation. The table for combAconj introgives the sign of the sentence St^St0 from the signs of the sentences St and St0.Thus, whatever the signs of St and St0, the sign of St ^ St0 is +. The table forcombAimp elim gives the sign of the sentence St0 from the signs of the sentences Stand St ! St0. Thus if both the signs of St and St ! St0 are ++ so is that ofSt0, and otherwise the sign of St0 is +. The table for combAimp intro follows directlyfrom that for combAimp elim since it gives the sign of St! St0 from that of St andSt0. In the table, St is the value in the leftmost column and St0 is the valuein the top row. This time the table includes a space, since it is impossible forSt0 to have sign ++ when St has sign +. Furthermore, it should be noted thatwhen St and St0 both have sign +, then the sign of St ! St0 could be either+ or ++. Since + includes ++ (since a probability of 1 is also a probability ofsome value), we give the result as +. This forgiving nature of the signs allowscombAconj elim to be stated as follows:combAconj elim(Sg) = Sg:It is straightforward to verify that these functions are correct for this interpre-tation of the signs.Since these are the only rules of inference we need to consider, we can thenproceed to identifying aggregation procedures. Two obvious ones spring to mind.In the �rst, the function atA examines the signs Sgi and returns ++ if any ofthe Sgi is ++, and otherwise returns +. Thus, formally:v = �++ if Sgi = ++ for some i+ otherwiseThis attening function conforms to assumptions A1 and A2 while making noadditional assumptions about the strength of arguments which are not implicitin the meaning of the signs. Note that this attening function, in common withthe others detailed in this paper, ignores the grounds. This is possible because ofthe use of qualitative dictionaries|at this coarse level of granularity, the inter-actions between arguments captured by the grounds can be ignored. However,when quantitative dictionaries are used, the grounds play an important part inattening.The system of argumentation described here, with the combination functionsof Figure 3 and the attening function described above, is basically that discussedin [17], though in the latter paper the meaning of the signs is less explicit thanhere, and the presentation is slightly di�erent.The second obvious aggregation procedure is slightly more complex. In thisfunction, the Sgi come from Dbounded generic, while v is just a positive numberwhich we can consider coming from the dictionary:Daggregation =def f0; 1; 2; : : :g



combAimp elim ++ + � ��++ ++ + � ��+ + + � �� � � + +�� � � + + combAconj intro ++ + � ��++ ++ ? ? ��+ ? ? ? ��� ? ? ? ���� �� �� �� ��combAimp intro ++ + � ��++ ++ + � ��+ + �� � +�� � +Fig. 4. Combinator tables for LA using the bounded delta dictionary.All the procedure does is to count the number of arguments, again taking intoaccount the fact that once one has one argument with sign ++ in favour of asentence, all other arguments are irrelevant.v = � 1 if Sgi = ++ for some ijAj otherwisewhere jX j gives the cardinality of the set X . This attening function also con-forms to assumptions A1 and A2 but in addition assumes that all argumentswith sign + have equal strength5. Using the second aggregation function we geta version of LA which is essentially that used in the system Proforma describedin Section 5.The other system we consider uses the bounded delta dictionary in which, fora formula which does not contain an implication, the sign + denotes an increasein probability, � denotes a decrease in probability, ++ denotes an increase inprobability to 1 and �� denotes a decrease in probability to 0. We also have toconsider what an implication means in this system, and we take a sign of ++for St! St0 to mean that if the probability of St increases to 1 so does that ofSt0. We also take a sign of + for St! St0 to mean that if the probability of Stincreases so does the probability of St0, a sign of � for St! St0 to mean that ifthe probability of St increases the probability of St0 decreases, and a sign of ��for St! St0 to mean that if the probability of St increases to 1 the probabilityof St0 decreases to zero.With this semantics, the combinator tables are those in Figure 4, and thesecan, once again, easily be proved to be correct for changes in probability [25,28]. There are a couple of things that should be noted. First, the table forcombAconj intro introduces the sign ? to stand for \++ or + or � or ��". This is ausual feature of qualitative systems|when you deal with abstractions, you �ndthat eventually you need new composite abstractions because it becomes unclear5 This additional assumption is taken to be reasonable when there is no knowledgeabout the comparative strength of arguments.



atA ++ + � ��++ ++ ++ +++ ++ + ? ��� ++ ? � ���� �� �� ��Fig. 5. Flattening function for LA using the bounded delta dictionary.which abstraction is the right one. Second, the table for combAimp elim should beread with the sign of the antecedent being picked from the leftmost column andthe sign of the implication being picked from the top column, and the table forcombAimp intro should be read with the sign of the antecedent being picked fromthe leftmost column and the sign of the consequent being picked from the toprow. Third, that the spaces in the latter table reect impossible situations, andfourth that the sign given in this table is always the least speci�c possible, sowhen the implication could have sign + or ++, the table gives +.As before, there are a number of di�erent ways in which one can attenarguments. One possible attening function is one which conforms to all theassumptions introduced so far, but makes no additional assumptions. This givesthe table of Figure 5, and once again this can be shown to be correct for probabil-ity theory. Here, as with the remainder of the systems discussed in this paper wede�ne the attening function to be binary|to generate v we apply it recursively.With these combination and attening functions, the system we have de-scribed is essentially the system NA00 described in [28], and similar systemswhich uses the delta dictionary are NA1 and NA2 in [27]. The notation usedby these three systems is slightly di�erent from that presented here because theoverloading of ++, +, � and �� is overcome by the use of additional symbolsto represent changes in probability.2.4 Argumentation and defeasibilityThe main focus of this paper is on reasoning under uncertainty in the context ofmaking decisions. However, it is worth making a few remarks about the ways inwhich LA may be related to systems such as default logic and standard modallogic.Default logic Suppose we can construct an argument for St on the basis of adefault rule. By de�nition a default is not guaranteed to be correct, so in thiscalculus the argument has the form:(St : default : +)If we later identify reasons to reject St, because we obtain an argument:(:St : G : ++)



then aggregation will yield the conclusion :St by A4 and (4). Argumentationtherefore permits behaviour much like that of standard default logic, but itmay also illuminate the relationship between default reasoning and quantitativeuncertainty. Suppose we have a reason to doubt St but not to reject it (becausewe can construct the argument (:St : G : +)) then, using the attening functionthat counts arguments, this balances the default argument, and we are equivocalabout whether St or :St. If we have further arguments against St then thebalance of argument turns against it (3) but we can still hold both St and :Stas possibilities, a behaviour similar to the normal behaviour of probabilistic,possibilistic, belief function and other quantitative calculi.Modal logic The bounded delta calculus may also accommodate ideas akinto those of of modal logic. Informally, possible(St) holds if we can construct anargument for St, and necessary(St) if we can construct a bounding argumentfor St: possible(St), (St : G : +)necessary(St), (St : G : ++)Suppose we have an argument: (St : G : +)which means that possible(St) holds. Then, if we introduce an additional argu-ment: (:St : G : ++)which means that necessary(:St) holds, and if we aggregate these argumentsconstraints, A4 and (4) entail that necessary(:St) dominates possible(St). Turn-ing this around if we hold possible(St) then we cannot hold necessary(:St),therefore: possible(St), :necessary(:St)An analogous argument can be followed for the dual rule of modal logic:necessary(St), :possible(:St)Equating modality to provability in this way echoes work on classifying argu-ments on the basis of the the arguments which my be built against their grounds[10, 11].2.5 Soundness and completenessSo far we have neglected to say much about what it means to have an argumentfor a proposition beyond the fact that an argument is a tentative proof of theproposition and so is a proof which can fail if suitably strong arguments againstthe proposition can be found. However, as with any formal model of reasoning,



what we would like to do is to prove that argumentation is in some sense correct,that is it generates all and only correct inferences. In other words, we would liketo show that argumentation is complete and sound. To do this, however, we needto say precisely what an argument is. There are a number of ways of doing this,and three di�erent approaches have been taken.The �rst approach was based upon the commonalities between argumenta-tion as introduced here and intuitionistic logic �rst pointed out by Ambler [3].The idea was that since it is possible to give intuitionistic logic a proof-theoreticsemantics in terms of category theory, this should also be possible for argumen-tation. Indeed this turned out to be the case. The �rst steps in providing thissemantics are detailed in [3] which identi�es the structure of the space of ar-guments, along with the kind of operations possible over them. The rest of theformalisation is provided in [2], which also highlights the link between argumen-tation and Dempster-Shafer theory [37].The second approach was to give argumentation a model theoretic semantics.In particular, standard Kripke semantics for modal logic have been adapted byDas [7] to give a possible worlds interpretation for what it means for an argumentto support a proposition to some degree.The �nal semantics developed so far [27, 28] relates certain types of argumen-tation to probability theory by taking an argument in favour of a proposition tomean that there is evidence that the probability of the proposition increases (sothe proposition becomes more likely to be true). With this interpretation, andusing the bounded delta dictionary, it is possible to show that argumentationis sound and complete. Thus argumentation can capture probabilistic reason-ing if required, and so it is possible to claim that, under particular conditions,argumentation is a normative theory for handling uncertainty. The probabilis-tic semantics has another advantage. Because it ties the notion of an argumentsecurely to well-understood ideas about qualitative probability, it is possible toharness a number of useful results concerning qualitative probability [25, 29].In particular, it is possible to develop a �ner-grained representation of what itmeans to have an argument for a proposition which allows arguments of di�erentstrengths to be accommodated [27].3 Towards arguments about actionsHaving described the logic of argumentation LA for reasoning with uncertain in-formation, we now consider some steps towards extending it to deal with actionsin order to build a more complete decision theory. As in the previous section webegin with an informal discussion of the kinds of things we are trying to achieve.3.1 An overviewAt an informal level there appears to be a clear isomorphism between argumentsfor beliefs and arguments for actions. Suppose we wish to construct an argumentin favour of treating a patient with cancer by means of chemotherapy. This mightrun as follows:



Cancer is an intolerable condition and should be eradicated if it occurs. Itis a disease consisting of uncontrolled cell proliferation. Certain chemicalagents kill cancer cells and/or reduce proliferation. Therefore we shouldtreat cancer patients with such agents.The steps in this argument are warranted6 by some generalised (and probablycomplex) theory of the pathophysiological processes involved in cancer, and avalue system which de�nes what kinds of things are tolerable, desirable andso on. The argument is not conclusive, however, since the conclusion might berebutted by counter-arguments, as when chemotherapy is contra-indicated if apatient is frail or pregnant.Such arguments appear compatible with LA and consequently we might con-sider using LA to construct such arguments. Suppose we summarise the aboveexample in the notation of LA: (St : G : +)where St is the sentence \the patient should be treated with chemotherapy",G denotes the grounds of the argument (the sequence of steps given), and +indicates that the grounds support action St. However this conceals some sig-ni�cant complexities. The notion of \support" seems somewhat di�erent fromthe interpretation we have previously assigned to it. For LA we have adoptedthe interpretation that an argument is a conventional proof, albeit one which itis acknowledged cannot in practice be guaranteed to be correct. An argumentin support of some proposition is, in other words, a proof of the propositionwhich we accept could be wrong. This analysis of \support" does not seem tobe entirely satisfactory when reasoning about what we ought to do as opposedto what is the case. Consider the following simple argument, which is embeddedin the above example:cancer is an intolerable condition, therefore it should be eradicatedThere is a possibility that this argument is mistaken, which would justify signingit with + (a \supporting" argument in LA) but the sense of support seems to bedi�erent from that which is intended when we say that the intolerable characterof cancer gives support to any action that will eradicate it. In other words whenwe say \these symptoms support a diagnosis of cancer", and \these conditionssupport use of chemotherapy" we are using the term \supports" in quite distinctways. The latter case involves no uncertainty, but depends only upon some sort ofstatement that intolerable states of a�airs ought not to be allowed to continue.If this is correct then it implies that arguing from \value axioms" is not thesame thing as arguing under uncertainty and so is it inappropriate to use LA forconstructing such arguments.3.2 The logics of value LV and expected value LEVHow might we accommodate arguments about value within our existing frame-work? One possibility might be to keep the standard form and elaborate the6 The terminology harking back to Toulmin.



The patient has colonic polyps (cp : G1 : ++) e1polyps may lead to cancer (cp! ca : G2 : +) e2cancer may lead to loss of life (ca! ll : G3 : +) e3loss of life is intolerable (:ll : av : ++) v1surgery preempts malignancy (su! :(cp! ca) : G4 : ++) e4argument for surgery (su : (e1; e2; e3; e4; v1) : +) ev1surgery has side-e�ect se (su! se : G5 : ++) e5:se is desirable (:se : av : +) v2argument against surgery (:su : (e5; v2) : +) ev2se is preferable to loss of life (pref (se; ll) : (v1; v2) : ++) p1no arguments to veto surgery (safe(su) : cir : ++) c1surgery is preferable to : surgery (pref (su;:su) : (ev1; ev2; p1) : ++) p2commit to surgery (do(su) : (p2; c1) : ++) a1Fig. 6. An example argumentsentence we are arguing about to include a \value coe�cient":((St : +) : G : +)Which might be glossed as \there is reason to believe that action St will havea positively valued outcome". This may allow us to take advantage of standardLA for reasoning with sentences about the value of actions, but it does not, ofcourse, solve our problem since it says nothing about the way in which we shouldassign or manipulate the value coe�cients.As a result, we currently prefer another approach, which is analogous to thedecision theoretic notion of expected value. In this approach we construct com-pound arguments based on distinct steps of constructing and combining beliefarguments and value arguments. For example, consider the following argument:Doing A will lead to the condition C (A! C : G : +)C has positive value (C : G0 : +)Doing A has positive expected value (A : G [G0 : +)We can think of this as being composed of three completely separate stages aswell as having three steps. The �rst stage is an argument in LA that C willoccur if action A is taken, which could be glossed as \G is grounds for arguingin support of C resulting from action A". The second stage says nothing aboutuncertainty; it simply requires some mechanism for assigning a value to C, callthis LV7. The �nal stage concludes that A has positive expected value; to makethis step we shall have to give some mechanism for deriving arguments oversentences in LA and LV, call this LEV8.The attraction of this scheme is that it appears to make explicit some infer-ences which are hidden in the other argument forms. However, it has the ad-ditional requirements that we de�ne two new systems|LV and LEV. It seems7 The name stands for Logic of Value.8 The name stands for Logic of Expected Value.



to us that this is a price worth paying since making the assignment of valuesand the calculation of expected value explicit gives much more exibility andso makes it possible to represent quite complex patterns of reasoning. As anexample of the kind of reasoning that should be possible consider the following:(1) The patient is believed to have colonic polyps which, while presentlybenign, could become cancerous.(2) Since cancer is life-threatening we ought to take some action to pre-empt this threat.(3) Surgical excision is an e�ective procedure for removing polyps andtherefore this is an argument for carrying out surgery.(4) Although surgery is unpleasant and has signi�cant morbidity this ispreferable to loss of life, so surgery ought to be carried out.Informally we can represent this argument as in Figure 6.There are six di�erent forms of argument in this example which has a simi-lar scope to the examples considered by Tan and Pearl [40]. The �rst are thoselabelled e1{e5 which are standard arguments in LA. The second are value assign-ments v1 and v2 which represent information about what states are desirableand undesirable. The third are expected value arguments ev1 and ev2 whichcombine the information in standard and value arguments. The fourth are argu-ments p1 and p2 which express preferences between di�erent decision options.The �fth type of argument is the closure argument c1 which explicitly states thatall possible arguments have been considered, and this leads to the �nal type ofargument, the commitment argument a1 which explicitly records the taking ofthe decision. The following sections discuss some features of these arguments, inparticular values and expected values.4 Systems of argumentation for dealing with values andexpected valuesHaving discussed in general terms what is required from LV and LEV, we canstart moving towards an initial formal de�nition. We require some language forrepresenting values. Notwithstanding the common-sense simplicity of the idea ofvalue its formalisation is not likely to be easy. Value assignments are commonlyheld to be fundamentally subjective|they are based on the preferences of adecision maker rather than being grounded in some observable state of a�airs.4.1 Arguments about valuesThere are a number of possible formalisms we might consider. We might, forinstance, adopt some set of modal operators, such as desirable(St), where Stis some sentence such as \the patient is free of disease". This is the approachadopted by Bell and Huang [4]. Alternatively we might attach numerical coef-�cients, as in the use of quantitative utilities in traditional decision theory. We



propose representing the value of a state or condition St by labelling a propo-sition describing St with a sign drawn from some dictionary D just as we dofor beliefs. In this discussion we shall only consider qualitative value dictionar-ies because, as with uncertainty, we can invariably judge whether some statehas positive or negative value, or is valueless, though we may not be able todetermine a precise point value or precise upper and lower bounds on the value.Another similarity with our view of uncertainty is that we can frequentlyassign di�erent values to states from di�erent points of view. For example theuse of opiates is bad since they lead to addiction, but good if they are beingused as an analgesic. We therefore propose to label value assignment expressionswith the grounds for the assignment, for instance St : G : V , giving us a \valueargument" analogous to the argument expressions of LA. This is not a new ideaof course. For example, multi-attribute utility theory also assumes the possibilityof multiple dimensions over which values can be assigned. However, the bene�tsof this sort of formalisation is that it may allow us to cope with situations wherewe cannot precisely quantify the value of a situation, and it permits explicitrepresentation of the justi�cations for particular value assignments making itpossible to take them into account when reasoning. The basic schema of valueassignment is analogous to the standard argumentation schema:Database `V CR (Condition : Grounds : Value) (5)A Basic Value Argument (BVA) is a triple de�ning some state, the value assignedto it, and a justi�cation for this particular assignment. The assertions \health isgood" might be represented in grounds-labelled form by:(health : va : +)where va is a label representing the justi�cation for the BVA.Traditionally there has been considerable discussion of the justi�cations forvalue assignments. Any discussion has to face the di�culty that values seem tobe fundamentally subjective. In discussion of beliefs there is an analogous ideaof subjective probability but it is also possible to invoke the idea of long-runfrequency to provide an objective basis for probability theory. There has beena similar attempt to identify an objective framework for values, in consensualvalues (for example social mores and legal systems), but it seems inescapablethat values are grounded in opinion rather than some sort of objective estimationanalogous to the chances of events. We therefore accept that a value assignmentmay in the end be warranted by sentences like \because I say so", \because thelaw says so", and \because the church says so".In other words we have nothing new to say about the nature of the \valuetheories" invoked in (5). We shall simply assume that the theory provides a setof basic value assignments. Our task here is not to give or justify any particularset of value assignment sentences (any more than probability theorists are re-quired to provide particular collections of prior or conditional probabilities) butto identify ways in which collections of such value sentences might be manipu-lated, aiming to take some steps towards the de�nition of a system LV which is



Ax (St : G : Sg) 2 �� `V CR (St : G : Sg)^-I � `V CR (St : G : Sg) � `V CR (St0 : G0 : Sg0)� `V CR (St ^ St0 : G [ G0 : combVconj intro(Sg; Sg0))^-E1 � `V CR (St ^ St0 : G : Sg)� `V CR (St : G : combVconj elim(Sg))^-E2 � `V CR (St ^ St0 : G : Sg)� `V CR (St0 : G : combVconj elim(Sg))Fig. 7. Value Consequence Relationanalogous to LA but deals with values rather than beliefs. The assumption isthat the assignment of values in sentences like \health is good" depends upona derivation which bottoms out in some set of BVAs and that these will bepropagated in the grounds of the relevant arguments.4.2 Formalising argumentation about valuesHaving spoken informally about what LV is attempting to do, we present aninitial attempt at formalizing it. This, as the observant reader will notice, isvirtually identical to the de�nition of LA. We start with another set of atomicpropositionsM including > and ?, the ever true and ever false propositions. Wealso have a set of connectives f:;^g, and the following set of rules for buildingthe well-formed formulae (w� s) of the language.{ If l 2M then l is a well-formed formula (w� ).{ If l is a w� then :l is a w�.{ If l and m are w� s then l ^m is a w�.{ Nothing else is a w�.Note that currently LV does not make use of the connective! since it is unclearto us what such a connective might mean. However, Shoham's recent work [38]suggests that some way of expressing conditional values may well be necessary.The set of all w� s that may be de�ned using M, may then be used to buildup a database � where every item d 2 � is a triple (St : G : Sg) in whichSt is a w�, Sg represents the value of St, and G are the grounds on whichthe assertion is made. With this formal system, we can take a database anduse the argumentation consequence relation `V CR de�ned in Figure 7 to buildarguments for propositions that we are interested in. Given the explanation of`ACR the way this works should be clear.Now, as before, we de�ne dictionary D by:D =def fS1; : : : Sng



and so we may write: (St : G : Si)where Si is any symbol drawn from D. For values there are a couple of obviousdictionary. The �rst is that of numerical value, measured in whatever currencyone chooses, another is that of utiles|the familiar measure of classical decisiontheory: Dmoney =def fS : S 2 (�1;1)gDutility =def fS : S 2 (�1;1)gHowever, as was the case with beliefs, our interest is primarily with qualitativedictionaries, so it is worth considering in more detail two value dictionaries whichare analogous to the simple qualitative dictionaries we considered for use withLA.Cost bene�t dictionary The simplest useful dictionary of values allows usto talk about states that are good or desirable and states which are bad orundesirable. Dcost bene�t =def f+;�gAs with beliefs there are two ways we could interpret these signs. We could take+ to mean simply that the state has some absolute (point) positive value, butthat the precise value is unknown, or we could take it to mean that we have anargument for the overall value of our goods being increased. For the moment werestrict ourselves to using absolute values, but delta values for values may berequired at a later date. It would seem that good and bad states can be relatedthrough complementation rules:(St : G : +), (:St : G : �) (6)(St : G : �), (:St : G : +) (7)analogous to (1) and (2) above.Bounded cost bene�t dictionary There also seems to be some bene�t inextending the cost bene�t dictionary to allow us to talk about maximal amountsof goodness (badness):Dbounded cost bene�t =def f++;+;�;��gHowever, there seems to be a complication here. It seems straightforward toclaim that there is a lower bound on badness|we might gloss this by sayingcertain conditions are \intolerable" such as death for instance|but an upperbound on \goodness" (for example of a bank balance) is harder to conceive of.However if we accept: (St : G : ++), (:St : G : ��) (8)(St : G : ��), (:St : G : ++) (9)



by analogy with (3) and (4), then we can obtain a reasonable interpretation forthe idea of a condition which is maximally desirable as the complement of anycondition that is intolerable. Furthermore sentences like \human life is priceless"are held, by their users at least, to have some meaning. From a pragmatic pointof view such statements can seem merely romantic, but if we accept the aboverules it is a direct consequence of asserting that loss of life is intolerable.Since values are derived with respect to some value theory we can contemplatedi�erent value arguments for the same sentence. In common with LA, such valuearguments can be aggregated. We can describe this aggregation, as for LA, interms of a function FlatV(�) which maps from a set of value arguments A for aproposition St from a particular database � to the pair of that proposition andsome overall measure of validity:FlatV : A 7! hSt; viwhere A is the set of all arguments which are concerned with St, that is:A = f(St : Gi : Sgi) j � `V CR (St : Gi : Sgi)gand v is the result of a suitable combination of the Sg that takes into accountthe structure of the arguments, that is v is the result of applying a atteningfunction to the grounds and signs of all the arguments in A:v = atV�fhGi; Sgii j (St : Gi : Sgi) 2 Ag�Often the signs Sgi and the overall validity v will be drawn from the same dictio-nary, but it is perfectly feasible for them to be drawn from di�erent dictionaries(so that a set of arguments with numerical values might be attened to a valuedrawn from the dictionary fvery expensive; expensive ; cheapg).There are, of course, a number of possible ways in which we might aggregatevalues. Numerical values might be aggregated by summation, for instance, andclearly the exact aggregation operation will depend upon the meaning of thevalue signs. One obvious assumption we might wish to make when using thecost bene�t or bounded cost bene�t dictionary is that:Assumption A5 If Args is any set of arguments supporting and opposingarguments, then: jArgsj � jArgs [ f(S : G : +)gjFollowing previous usage we might refer to the set of arguments as the casefor S being positively valued, and jArgsj as the force of these arguments. Now,a condition may be desirable on some grounds and undesirable on others, forinstance if we have: � `V CR (St : G : +)� `V CR (St : G0 : �)This raises the question of how supporting and opposing arguments interact.One possibility is to make the attening function obey the assumption:



Assumption A6 If Args is any set of supporting and opposing arguments,then: jArgsj � jArgs [ f(St : G : �)gjSo that arguments with negative value bring the overall weight of a set of argu-ments down. In addition, we might want to assume that:Assumption A7 If Args is any set of supporting and opposing arguments,then: jArgsj = jArgs [ f(St : G : �); (St : G0 : +)gjso that positive and negative arguments cancel one another. This latter assump-tion is exactly the same as the one encoded in the attening function for LAwhich counts the number of arguments. An alternative attening, which is morein agreement with qualitative versions of classical decision theory [1, 44], is tohave complementary value arguments lead to indeterminacy.This picture is complicated slightly by the use of the bounded cost-bene�tdictionary, where we have limits to values. Using this dictionary suggests theadoption of an additional assumption similar to A2 and A4:Assumption A8 let Args be any set of supporting and opposing argumentsconcerning St, and Args0 be any set of supporting, opposing and con�rmingarguments concerning St, then:jf(St : G : ++)gj > jArgsjjf(St : G : ++)gj = jArgs0jlet Args00 be any set of supporting and opposing arguments concerning St, andArgs000 be any set of supporting, opposing and excluding arguments concerningSt, then: jf(St : G : ��)gj < jArgs00jjf(St : G : ��)gj = jArgs000jso that an argument with maximal strength is not a�ected by additional infor-mation. Of course, as with A4, this means that it is inconsistent to have both(St : G : ++) and (St : G0 : ��) for any St.Having discussed things in abstract terms, let's make things concrete bydiscussing one possible semantics for the bounded cost-bene�t dictionary. Inparticular, we take + to be some unknown positive value, and ++ denotes somelimiting unknown value (but not in�nity9). Similarly, � is some unknown nega-tive value, and �� is a limiting negative value. If it helps, these can be taken tobe qualitative abstractions of monetary value, with + being any credit, � anydebit and ++ the amount of money which if one had it, one would no longer haveto worry about working for a living. We take ^ to be logical conjunction. Withthis interpretation, the combination function combVconj intro is that of Figure 8.This again uses ? as an abbreviation for \one of ++, +, � and ��" (thoughit would probably su�ce to make it just an abbreviation for \+ or �"). The9 We could use in�nity, but that would make the combinator tables slightly di�erent.



combVconj intro ++ + � ��++ ++ + + ?+ + + ? �� + ? � ��� ? � � ��Fig. 8. The combinator table for LV using the bounded cost bene�t dictionary.atV ++ + � ��++ ++ + + C+ + + ? �� + ? � ��� C � � ��Fig. 9. The attening function for LV using the bounded cost bene�t dictionary.function combVconj elim for this interpretation is:combVconj elim(Sg) = �Sg if Sg 2 f++;��g? otherwiseIt is straightforward to verify that these functions are correct for this interpre-tation of the signs, and the interested reader is encouraged to do so.We also need to de�ne a function to atten value arguments with this in-terpretation. The binary version of this attening function is that of Figure 9.This is very similar to the table for combVconj elim, but di�ers in that it introducesanother new symbol, C. This symbol represents a contradiction, and is at theheart of the di�erence between the attening function and combVconj elim. If wehave two arguments (St : G : ++) and (St0 : G0 : ��) then we can build an ar-gument for St^St0. This represents a state of a�airs has one component which iscompletely desirable and another which is completely undesirable, and it seemsreasonable to give it a value which is, roughly speaking, the sum of ++ and��, and is therefore somewhere in between. We therefore use the value ?. Theintuition here is that the conjunction of a sentence with maximum positive valueand one with maximum negative value has some intermediate value. Thus I may�nd it completely desirable to not have to work, and completely undesirable tohave no income but I can put some value on the state in which I don't work andhave no income.However, if St and St0 are the same sentence, then the two arguments con-tradict each other|they say that St is both completely desirable and completelyundesirable|no overall value for St can be agreed. The intuition here is that wecannot simply cancel an argument that a condition is absolutely desirable withan argument that the same condition is absolutely undesirable. For example, indiscussions of euthanasia we may have an absolute prohibition on killing; thiscannot simply be cancelled out by arguing that a loved one's pain is intolerable.



There are, of course, no simple decision rules for such situations and that iswhy we choose to ag the situation with C rather than reduce the conict tosome arbitrary value. What we need is to be able to recognise that a conict hasoccurred, and then resolve it by means of some form of meta-logical reasoning,something like the opposite of circumscription, in which we introduce new as-sumptions or theories whose speci�c role is to overcome such deadlocks. In theeuthanasia example, we may appeal to societal \thin end of the wedge" theoriesfor instance in which \society's needs" were not included in the framing of theoriginal decision.4.3 Formalising argumentation about expected valuesThe previous section dealt with the problem of aggregation of value arguments.It remains to provide rules for deriving sentences from combinations of beliefarguments and value arguments (that is arguments in LA and LV respectively).As an example of this kind of derivation, consider the following argument in LA:(St : G : S)meaning that we can argue for St with sign S. Assume further that we also havethe following argument in LV: (St : G0 : V )which means that the value of St is V . From these two arguments we wish toderive an expected value argument in LEV:(St : G [G0 : E)meaning that the expected value of St is E. Now, from a decision making pointof view, arguments about expected value of states are of little interest, except inthe situation where they are the outcomes of actions that we can choose to takeor not take. As an example of the kind of thing we would like to reason about,consider combining a sentence about belief with one about action::cancer : v1 : Vsurgery ) :cancer : e1 : Ssurgery : v1 [ e1 : Ewhere ) is a connective which captures the notion of applying an action sothat the sentence surgery ) :cancer is read \the action of surgery leads tothe condition of :cancer" This pattern of reasoning is exactly the same as theprevious one, combining a statement about beliefs (that surgery is a means oferadicating cancer, believed to degree S) with a statement about value (thata lack of cancer is a state with value V) to come up with a statement aboutexpected value (that surgery in this case has some expected value E). However, todeal with this kind of reasoning we need to be able to talk about actions and to beable to reason backwards from the e�ects of actions to their causes. In particular,



Ax� `ACR (St : G : Sg) �0 `V CR (St : G0 : Sg0)� [�0 `LEV (St : G [G0 : combLax(Sg; Sg0))^-I � `LEV (St : G : Sg) � `LEV (St0 : G0 : Sg0)� `LEV (St ^ St0 : G [G0 : combLconj intro(Sg; Sg0))^-E1 � `LEV (St ^ St0 : G : Sg)� `LEV (St : G : combLconj elim(Sg))^-E2 � `LEV (St ^ St0 : G : Sg)� `LEV (St0 : G : combLconj elim(Sg))Fig. 10. Expected Value Consequence Relationfrom a formal point of view, we need to be able to handle the connective ).Given the well-known di�culties of building formal systems to reason aboutaction, we will leave this for future work and only deal with combining valuesand beliefs about states.With this simpli�cation we can once again start the process of formalisingthe system of argumentation. We start with a third set of atomic propositions Nincluding > and ?, the ever true and ever false propositions. We also have theconnectives f:;^g, and the following set of rules for building the well-formedformulae (w� s) of the language.{ If l 2M then l is a well-formed formula (w� ).{ If l is a w� then :l is a w�.{ If l and m are w� s then l ^m is a w�.{ Nothing else is a w�.The set of all w� s that may be de�ned using N then de�nes a legal set of triples(St : G : Sg) in which St is a w� of LEV, Sg represents the expected value of St,and G are the grounds on which the assertion is made. However, LEV di�ers fromLA and LV in that we don't build up a database of triples and build argumentsfrom them, but build triples from existing arguments in LA and LV using theconsequence relation `LEV de�ned in Figure 10. Note that the consequencerelation of Figure 10 di�ers from `ACR and `V CR in that the \bootstrap" rule,which allows the creation of an LEV argument from something other than anLEV argument, does not directly involve a tuple from some database. Insteadit involves an argument in LA and an argument in LV. This captures the factthat any expected value argument is formed from a belief argument and a valueargument.With the consequence relation �xed, we can move on to identify suitabledictionaries. Now, our choice of dictionary is a little restricted since expectedvalue arguments are based on both belief arguments and value arguments. Thusthe meanings of the signs of expected value arguments are completely determinedby the meanings of signs of their constituent belief and value arguments. Letus consider a suitable dictionary for expected value arguments built using belief



combLax ++ + � ��++ ++ + � ��+ + + � � combLconj intro ++ + � ��++ ++ + + ?+ + + ? �� + ? � ��� ? � � ��Fig. 11. The combinator tables for LEV using the bounded expectation dictionary.arguments whose signs are drawn from the bounded generic dictionary, and valuearguments whose signs are drawn from the bounded cost bene�t dictionary. Thisgives what we might call the bounded expectation dictionary:Dbounded expectation =def f++;+;�;��gIf the belief dictionary in question is taken to be the probabilistic one discussedearlier, then the signs in the bounded expectation dictionary become qualita-tive abstractions of expectations (and hence the name). Suitable combinationsfunctions are those of Figure 11. That for combLax reects the multiplicationof a belief (in the leftmost column) with a value (in the top row), while thatfor combLconj intro is identical to the analogous function for LV. The function foreliminating conjunctions is:combLconj elim(Sg) = �Sg if Sg 2 f++;��g? otherwisereecting the indeterminacies in conjunction introduction. Once again, it is rea-sonably straightforward to show that these functions are correct.In many cases a collection of qualitative expected value arguments can beaggregated under assumptions similar to those suggested for LV, and so we canagain de�ne a attening function. As before we do this in terms of a functionFlatL(�) which maps from a set of expected value arguments A for a propositionSt from a particular database � to the pair of that proposition and some overallmeasure of validity: FlatL : A 7! hSt; viwhere A is the set of all arguments which are concerned with St, that is:A = f(St : Gi : Sgi) j � `LEV (St : Gi : Sgi)gand v is the result of a suitable combination of the Sg that takes into account thestructure of the set of arguments, that is v is the result of applying a atteningfunction to the grounds and signs of all the arguments in A:v = atL�fhGi; Sgii j (St : Gi : Sgi) 2 Ag�As ever, the signs Sgi and the overall validity v can be drawn from the samedictionary or from di�erent dictionaries. A attening function suitable for the



atL ++ + � ��++ ++ + + C+ + + ? �� + ? � ��� C � � ��Fig. 12. The attening function for LEV using the bounded expectation dictionary.bounded expectation dictionary is given in Figure 12. Once again, if we haveexpected value arguments based on conicting values, for instance if we have(St : G : ++) and (:St : G0 : ++) then such conicts cannot be resolved withinthe system and as before are denoted C.The attening function for LEV completes the de�nition of LV and LEV andwe can turn to providing an example of their use.4.4 ExampleAs an example of the kind of reasoning which LA, LV and LEV can capture,consider the following example adapted from [28]. The following database rep-resents a career choice faced by the second author who needs to decide whetheror not to concentrate his e�orts on research or teaching:(concentrate on research : f1 : ++) �1(concentrate on teaching : f2 : ++)(concentrate on research! good research : r1 : +)(good research! job in industry : r2 : ++)(concentrate on teaching ! good tutor : r3 : ++)(good tutor ! senior university job : r4 : ++)The facts f1 and f2 represent the possible choices, and the rules r1{r4 representa subjective assessment of the relevant causal relations. These are expressed inLA using the bounded generic dictionary, using the probabilistic interpretation.From this information we can build the following arguments in LA by applyingAx and !-E from Figure 2:�1 `ACR (job in industry; ff1; r2; r2g;+)�1 `ACR (senior university job; ff2; r3; r4g;++)which identify what the outcomes of the di�erent career choices are, and howlikely these are to come about; choosing to concentrate on teaching means asenior university job for sure, while concentrating on research means the chanceof a job in industry. Now, consider we have the following value assignments inLV: (job in industry : f3 : +) �2(senior university job : f4 : ++)



which represent subjective assessments of the value of the possible outcomesexpressed using the bounded cost bene�t dictionary. From these we can buildthe arguments by applying Ax from Figure 7:�2 `V CR (job in industry; ff3g;++)�2 `V CR (senior university job; ff4g;++)which tell us that both a senior university job and a job in industry are judged tobe is totally desirable. The two related pairs of arguments can then be combinedby applying Ax from Figure 10 :�1 [�2 `LEV (job in industry; ff1; f3; r1; r2g;+)�1 [�2 `LEV (senior university job; ff2; f4; r3; r4g;++)These values are expressed in the bounded expectation dictionary. From thesearguments it is clear that the option to concentrate on teaching is the best sinceit will lead to the maximum expected value.While this is clearly a very straightforward example to formalise, it does showwhy we feel the argumentation approach has some advantages. The use of thethree separate systems makes it possible to separate out the belief elements fromthe value elements, and identify what reasoning is carried out with both. Whenbelief and value arguments have been combined in LEV it is still clear whichelements have been brought to bear. This makes it possible, for instance, to seethat the reason that the option to concentrate on research loses out is because ofthe uncategorical relation r1 between concentrating on research and doing goodresearch. This, in turn, gives the approach considerable explanatory power.4.5 Soundness and completenessAs is the case for arguments about belief in the logic LA, it makes sense to askwhat formal guarantees there are for arguments about values and expected valuesin the logics LV and LEV. The answer to this question is that there are noneat the moment, and the investigation of such matters is one of the main foci ofour future work on these systems. However, as remarked above, it is reasonablystraightforward to obtain at least soundness proofs for both LV and LEV forthe dictionaries discussed since all this involves is showing that the combinationfunctions are correct. Furthermore, completeness proofs for systems such as LVand LEV are usually easy to obtain since they follow quite quickly from theinclusion of introduction and elimination rules for each of the connectives used.4.6 Preferences and commitmentsA complete decision theory is generally held to require some means of choosingbetween alternative actions. Despite the work outlined above the combined sys-tem LA/LV/LEV does not have such a mechanism. However, it is possible toextend the idea of arguments about values and expected values to provide one.In particular, we could use expected values to construct a preference orderingover a set of alternative actions as follows:



Condition St is preferred to condition St0, pref (St; St0), if:jf(St : Gi : Sgi) j � `LEV (St : Gi : Sgi)gj �jf(St0 : Gj : Sgj) j � `LEV (St0 : Gj : Sgj)gjIn other words, St is preferred to St0 if the overall force of all the expectedvalue arguments for it is at least as great as the force of all the expected valuearguments for St0. Transitivity of preferences is implicit in this inequality, andit is also possible to take into account the number of opposing arguments.However we have a problem of potential instability. We could choose to acton a preference, but this preference could be transitory; wait a little longer andwe might �nd that we can construct an argument to the e�ect that taking thecurrently preferred action could be disastrous. What is needed is some strongercondition than simply a preference for such and such an action. We would liketo be able to prove that the ordering is, in fact, stable or that the bene�tsof achieving greater stability are outweighed by the costs. Thus we need someclosure condition that says, essentially, there are no further arguments that couldalter our main preference, a condition which parallels Pollock's [33] idea of apractical warrant for taking an action. Abstractly we can think of this as a\safety argument" of the form:best(A) : G : ++safe(A) : cir : ++commit(A) : (G; cir) : ++where best(A) means that aggregation of the arguments for an action A hasgreater force than the arguments for any alternative action, and commit(A)represents a non-reversible commitment for executing action A, for example byexecuting it. Informally such safety arguments might include:{ Demonstrating that there are no sources of information that could lead toarguments which would result in a di�erent best action.{ Demonstrating that the expected costs of not committing to A exceed theexpected costs of seeking further information.However, it is clear, as Pollock points out, that any system which is intended tohave practical uses should take seriously the computational problems inherentin checking that no further relevant arguments can be built.5 Argumentation in practiceWhile the work on arguments about values and expected values reported inSections 4.2 and 4.3 is still rather preliminary, this paper being a �rst attemptat formalising the proposal made in [19], the work on arguments about beliefs hasbeen applied quite widely in projects at the Imperial Cancer Research Fund. Thesystems to which this model has been applied include a decision support systemfor general medical practitioners [15], a system for interpreting medical images



Fig. 13. A example consultation from CAPSULE[41], and a system to advise on the management of acute asthma. More detail onthese and other medical applications may be found in [14]. The model is also thebasis for the system of argumentation used to analyse the risk of carcinogenicityof chemical compounds which is described elsewhere in this volume [23].One recent application built using argumentation is the CAPSULE systemwhich supports general practitioners in drug prescription. The system works inthe classic expert system manner. It is equipped with information about whichdrugs treat which conditions and what constitutes best practice, and it is fedwith information about patients. When a speci�c patient presents with a speci�cset of symptoms, CAPSULE identi�es a range of drugs which are suitable, identi-fying for each the arguments for and against its use. The doctor can then choosethe most appropriate. Figure 13 shows a typical consultation. The patient, whohas a history which includes asthma, hypercholesterolaemia, impetigo, and vari-cose eczema has presented with mild osteoarthritis (a recurring condition). Thesystem has identi�ed a list of possible treatments, one of which is Naproxen.Examining the arguments for it, we �nd that it is a recommended treatmentfor four reasons. First, it is a generic drug, meaning it is not the trademarkedproduct of a single drug company. Second, it is the treatment recommended bythe BNF (the BNF being the British National Formulary, a list of drugs and theconditions they treat, which is the usual basis for prescribing decisions). Third,it has proved e�ective in the past (when the patient previously came to the doc-tor su�ering from osteoarthritis). Fourth, the patient actually has a preference



for it over other treatments he has tried in the past. There is also an argumentagainst Naproxen|that it should be used with caution because of the associatedproblem of \chronic airways obstruction" which the patient is known to su�erfrom.An evaluation of CAPSULE [43] suggests that this kind of support is ex-tremely useful. A study was carried out in which 42 general practitioners eachprescribed for 36 records based on real cases. The doctors were given 3 levels ofsupport, a list of drugs in alphabetical order, a list of preferred drugs (decidedupon by the argumentation engine), and the list of preferred drugs along withthe arguments for and against. As the level of support increased, the proportionof times that the doctors agreed with a panel of experts rose from 25% to 42%,the proportion of time the doctors ignored a cheaper drug that was as e�ectiveas the one they chose fell from 50% to 35%, and the mean score (which measuredhow closely doctors agreed with the experts) rose from 6 (out of 8) to 6.7.The version of CAPSULE from which Figure 13 is taken was developed us-ing a system called Proforma [16]. Proforma is a generic technology for buildingdecision support applications. It consists of the Proforma language, a formalspeci�cation language in the sense used in software engineering, and a knowl-edge representation language. The technology also includes a number of softwaretools, for designing and \enacting" Proforma applications. In particular, theseinclude an editor which makes it possible to rapidly build applications from aset of standard components|plans, decisions, actions and enquiries. The useof argumentation is embedded in Proforma's decision component. All decisionsare reached by building arguments for and against the decision options, andthen aggregating these arguments to identify how good options are. Thus in theProforma version of CAPSULE, the system builds arguments for and against allthe relevant drugs (which are precisely those for which arguments may be built)and uses an aggregation function which counts the number of supporting andopposing arguments, subtracts the second from the �rst, and ranks the decisionoptions using the resulting score. This may appear to be a trivial procedure, butit does appear to be e�ective.6 Conclusions and discussionIn order to take, or commit to, a decision we must combine or aggregate ar-guments in order to establish relative preferences among options. Perhaps sur-prisingly there is now considerable evidence that such simple decision functionsare highly e�ective for many clinical applications (for instance [5, 24]). The mostde�nitive study to date is that by Pradhan et al. who have rigorously assessedthe impact of various evidence aggregation methods in medical decision making[34]. This study replicates the earlier �ndings cited, concluding that the correctqualitative representation of the decision has much more inuence on the qualityof decision making than the precision of quantitative parameters such as proba-bilities. We feel that this is strong evidence for the validity of argumentation asa decision making method.



This paper has built on our previous work on using argumentation to reasonabout beliefs towards making argumentation the basis of a complete decisiontheory. We identi�ed a number of di�erent types of argument that can participatein making decisions by reasoning about the outcome of possible actions and havesuggested some ways in which these arguments may be built and combined. Webelieve that the framework we have outlined has the potential to integrate thebest parts of traditional planning mechanisms and decision theory in the waysuggested by Pollock [33] and Wellman and Doyle [45].Furthermore, the theory seems to be capable of allowing meta-level reasoningabout the structure of the decision as well as providing some means for copingwith contradictory beliefs and conicting values and for explicitly including stop-ping rules and commitment to particular courses of action. In addition to theobvious task of continuing the development of the foundations of this approach,there are a number of areas in which we are working. The �rst is to re�ne the setof values and expected values which may be used in order to make the systemas expressive as, say, the systems proposed by Pearl [32] and Wilson [46]. Thesecond is to investigate alternative semantics for values and expected values as,for instance, Dubois and Prade [9] have done. The third is to investigate theconnections between the model we are proposing and existing means of combin-ing plans and beliefs including the BDI framework [36] and the Domino model[6].Much remains to be done to provide a secure foundation for this approach toreasoning and decision making but it appears to have potential merit for coveringa comparable range of decisions to that addressed by classical decision theory. Ifthis is the case, then the complete theory will provide a basis for implementingsound methods for decision making in the absence of quantitative informationand the dynamic construction of the structure of the decision.AcknowledgmentsThe �rst part of this paper has been distilled from the work of many of ourcolleagues without whose e�orts little of the later work would have been possible.They are Simon Ambler, Mike Clarke, Subrata Das, Morten Elvang-G�rranson,Peter Hammond, and Paul Krause. The work that led to this paper has beenpartially funded by a number of grants, including Esprit Basic Research Actions3085 DRUMS and 6156 DRUMS 2, ITD/4/1/9053 RED and DTI/SERC 1822Praxis.References1. A. M. Agogino and N. F. Michelena. Qualitative decision analysis. In N. Piera Car-ret�e and M. G. Singh, editors, Qualitative Reasoning and Decision Technologies,pages 285{293. CIMNE, Barcelona, Spain, 1993.2. S. Ambler. A categorical approach to the semantics of argumentation. Mathemat-ical Structures in Computer Science, 6:167{188, 1996.
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